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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an AV data recording/reproducing apparatus and a method, which MPEG-
compress a video and an audio in real time and record the video and the audio on a recording medium such as an
optical disk.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Methods for compressing a video at a low bit rate include a system stream defined in the MPEG2 standard
(ISO/IEC 13818-1). Three types are defined for such system streams: a program stream, a transport stream and a
PES stream.

[0003] For video recording media used in place of magnetic tapes, optical disks such as DVD-RAM and MO have
been noticed. Among them, there is a "video recording standard" for recording a video on a DVD-RAM (DVD Specifi-
cations for Re-wrftable/Re-recordable Discs Part 3 VIDEO RECORDING version 1 .0 September 1999). FIG. 27 is a
diagram showing a structure of a conventional apparatus for realtime recording/reproducing video using a DVD-RAM
disk. In FIG. 27, signals inputted from a video signal input section 1 and an audio signal input section 2 are compressed
respectively at a video compressing section 3 and an audio compressing section 4 in orderto create a program stream
at a program stream assembling section 51 , and the program stream is written on a DVD-RAM disk 81 via a recording
section 6 and a pickup 7. During reproduction, the program stream that is taken out via the pickup 7 and a reproducing
section 31 is divided into a video signal and an audio signal at a program stream disassembling section 37, and the
signals are outputted respectively Into a video display section 35 and an audio output section 36 via a video extending
section 33 and an audio extending section 34.

[0004] When a video signal is outputted outwards via a 1394 interface, the program stream that has been taken out
via the reproducing section 31 is converted into a transport stream at a section 1 1 for PS/TS conversion and for output
timing generation, and subsequently sent to a 1394 interface section 9. When a video signal is inputted via the 1394
interface section 9 and recorded, a video signal in a transport stream form inputted from outside into the 1394 interface
is converted to be a program stream form at a TS/PS converting section 1 2, and recorded on a DUD-RAM disk 81 via

the recording section 6.

[0005] When a video signal is recorded, a recording control section 61 controls the recording section 6. A continuous
data area detecting section 62 checks the status of use of sectors managed at a logical block managing section 63
and detects a free area that is physically continuous in compliance with an instruction from the recording control section
61.

[0006] For deleting a recorded video signal file, a deletion control section 64 controls the recording section 6 and
the reproducing section 31 to execute deletion process.

[0007] If post-recording will be executed after the recording, a video is recorded while a section 1 0 generating a
dummy packet for post-recording is being driven. Accordingly, dummy data will be mixed in a MPEG system stream.
[0008] During post-recording, a post-recording control section 65 drives the reproducing section 31 to show a user
a previously-recorded video, while it records a secondary audio matching the video by controlling the recording section
6. Accordingly, a post-recording process is completed.

[0009] FIG. 28 shows a recording format for recording a video in real time on a DVD-RAM. A DVD-RAM is composed
of 2kbyte sectors. Sixteen sectors are treated as one logical block. Each logical block is provided with an error correction
code and recorded on the DVD-RAM. Subsequently, logical blocks physically continuing for at least 11 seconds at a
conversion with a maximum recording/reproducing rate are maintained as a continuous data area, on which unit video
packets (Video OBject Unit: VOBU) consisting of a MPEG stream ranging from 0.4 to 1 second are recorded in order.

One VOBU is composed of packs as a lower hierarchy of the 2kbyte unit MPEG program stream. The packs include
two types: a video pack (V_PCK) in which video compression data are stored, and an audio pack (A_PCK) in which
audio compression data are stored. One VOBU includes all V_PCKs and A_PCKs of the corresponding times.

[0010] The continuous data area detecting section 62 of the AV data recording/reproducing apparatus executes re-

detection of a next continuous data area at the time that a remainder of a continuous data area becomes shorter than
three seconds at a conversion with a maximum recording/reproducing rate. When a continuous data area is filled, the
next continuous data area is subject to writing.

[0011 ] FIG. 29 is a diagram to show that a content recorded on a DVD-RAM is managed by a UDF (Universal Disk
Format) file system or by an ISO/IEC 13346 (Volume and file structure of write once and rewritable media using non-
sequential recording for information interchange) file system. In FIG. 29, a MPEG program stream that has been re-

corded continuously is recorded as a file VR_MOVIE.VRO. For this file, the file name and location for a file entry are
managed by FID (File Identifier Descriptor).
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[0012] Here, the UDF standard corresponds to a subset of the ISO/IEC 13346 standard. A DVD-RAM drive is con-
nected to a personal computer (PC) through a 1394 interface and through SBP-2 (Serial Bus Protocol-2) protocol, so
that a file written in a form based on UDF can be treated also as one file by a PC.
[0013] A file entry uses an allocation descriptor so as to manage continuous data areas 'a', 'b

1 and 'c' in which data
are stored. Specifically, when a defect logical block is found while the recording control section 61 executes recording
on a continuous data area 'a', the logical block is skipped and writing is continued from the head of the continuous data
area 'b'. As it will bump into a record area of a PCfile while the recording control section 61 is recording on the continuous
data area 'b', writing Is continued this time from the head of the continuous data area 'c\ As a result, the file VR_MOVIE.
VRO is composed of the continuous data areas 'a*, 'b' and *c\

[0014] FIG. 30 illustrates structures of allocation descriptors. FIG. 30A shows a format of a short allocation descriptor,
and FIG. 30B shows a format of an extended allocation descriptor. The extent length denotes a data size indicated by
byte, and the extent location denotes a starting sector number of data. The recorded length denotes an actually recorded
data size indicated by byte. The information length denotes the data size before compression indicated by byte in a
case that the data is compressed. The usable area indicated as Implementation Use is an area for free use. Based on
the description rule for allocation descriptor, a starting location of data to which the allocation descriptors 'a', 'b

1 and "c"

in FIG. 29 refer matches the head of a sector, and the extent length of the allocation descriptors 'a
1 and 'b' other than

the last 'c* is required to be an integral multiple of one sector. However, when a recorded length of an extended allocation
descriptor is used, an effective data length is not necessarily an integral multiple of one sector, but an effective data
length shorter than the extended length can be allocated. Though the extended allocation descriptor has a specification
defined by ISO/IEC 13346 standard, it cannot be used in the UDF standard that is adopted for DVD-ROM/RAM. Clas-
sification of the allocation descriptor is described within a file entry.

[0015] A data size of a VOBU varies within a range not exceeding a maximum recording/reproducing rate as long
as the video has a variable bit rate. When the video has a fixed bit rate, the data size of the VOBU will be constant
substantially.

[0016] When reproducing a record content, the reading of data from a phase-change optical disk and reproduction
of the read data are executed simultaneously. At this time, the rate for reading data is set to be fasterthan the maximum
rate for reproducing data, so that control is executed to keep data for reproduction. Therefore, when continuous data
reading and continuous data reproduction are performed, spare data for reproduction can be secured by the difference
between the maximum data reproducing rate and the data reading rate. The spare data will be used as reproduction
data while data reading is interrupted due to jumping of a pickup, so that continuous reproduction will be realized.

[0017] Specifically, spare data of 24Mbit are required as spare reproduction data during a move of the pickup, when
the data reading rate at the reproducing section 31 is 11 Mbps, the maximum data reproduction rate at the program
stream assembling section 5 and at the program stream disassembling section 37 is 8Mbps, and a maximum move
time of the pickup is 3 seconds. For securing the spare data, continuous reading for B seconds is required. That is,

reading should be continued for a period corresponding to the time obtained by dividing 24Mbits by a difference between
the data reading rate of 11 Mbps and the maximum data recording/reproducing rate of 8Mbps.
[0018] Since data of at most BBMbits, i.e., reproduction data for 1 1 seconds are read during a continuous data reading
of 8 seconds, continuous data reproduction can be ensured by securing a continuous data area of at least 1 1 seconds.
[0019] Several defect logical blocks can be included in the continuous data areas. In such a case, however, the
continuous data areas should be increased slightly to exceed 11 seconds by expecting a reading time required for
reading the defect logical blocks during reproduction.

[0020] A merit of optical disks, which magnetic tapes do not have, is a function that allows a user to delete desired
parts to Increase recordable capacity. If a specific VOBU#51 In the program stream shown in FIG. 31 is deleted and
VOBU#52 with the following VOBUs are closed forward as shown in FIG. 32, free capacity can be increased by the
size of the VOBU# 51 without breaking the format of the program stream.
[0021] Typical consumer movies are provided with a function of "post-recording". This is a function to change an
audio recorded with a video (primary audio) into a newly recorded audio (secondary audio). Accordingly, the secondary
audio can be reproduced synchronizing with the video at the time of reproduction.

[0022] On the other hand, plural audios can be recorded in a mixed form within the MPEG system stream, and the
respective audios are Identified with their stream ID numbers. For example, the primary audio has a stream ID °OxE0°
and the secondary audio has a stream ID °0xE1
[0023] FIG. 33 shows a record content in an AV data recording/reproducing apparatus using a DVD-RAM, and the
content is subject to post-recording. When a MPEG program stream that will be post-recorded is recorded in DVD-
RAM as shown In FIG. 17, a section 10 generating dummy packet for post-recording shown in FIG. 12 executes re-

cording by mixing V_PCKs, A_PCKs and also dummy packets (hereinafter, each dummy packet is referred to as
"D^CK"). During post-recording (in recording the secondary audio), only the video (or a video and the secondary
audio) is reproduced, and at the same time, compressed secondary audio is padded in the D_PCK location as a
separate secondary audio other than the primary audio.
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[0024] During reproduction, a video stream and an audio stream of the secondary audio are reproduced to allow a
post-recorded video to be watched.

[0025] Future AV apparatuses will have IEEE 1394 digital interfaces as standard equipment. However, for a video
transmission protocol using Isochronous transmission on such an IEEE 1 394 interface, only an MPEG transport stream
is defined.

[0026] Therefore, when a video is transmitted to a D-VHS or to a set top box (STB) via an IEEE 1394 digital interface

in a conventional AV data recording apparatus, a MPEG program stream should be converted first into a PES stream
and subsequently into a MPEG transport stream. This requires a complicated conversion system.
[0027] In a case of recording by using a MPEG transport stream, as shown in FIG. 34, writing is executed so that a
head of a VOBU having a length of a multiple of 188 bytes matches a head of a logical block. While head address
information of the VOBU can be expressed with less bit numbers, a waste area of up to (32K-1

)
bytes is generated in

each VOBU. This waste area corresponds to 4% at most, and 2% in average of the entire record area when a VOBU
is a MPEG transport stream of 1 .5Mbps per 0.5 seconds.

[0028] Moreover, in order to show a record content as a file on a PC, the entire record content should be linked, for

example, by using an allocation pointer. In this method, however, the file cannot be observed as one file based on the
MPEG standard concerning PC since a free area is included In the file.

[0029] Other problems are as follows. When every VOBU is treated as one file by referring with an independent
extended allocation pointer, numbers of allocation pointers should be used for one file. Moreover, since a PC equipped
with a reading driver software based on the UDF standard does not correspond to such allocation pointers, a VOBU
cannot be treated as one file.

[0030] In general, when a user records a MPEG program stream on an optical disk and deletes VOBUs in the way,
and subsequently he manages it as a file in a recording apparatus or he treats it as a file at the time of connecting to

a PC, VOBUs following the deleted VOBU should be linked forward and duplicate the following VOBUs forward. In

such a process, however, process amounts will be increased as the following VOBU area is longer.

[0031] When a dummy pack is exchanged with a secondary audio at the time of post-recording for a MPEG program
stream recorded on an optical disk, another process called Read Modified Write or "RMW" will arise. In RMW, after

reading of an entire logical block including a dummy pack (logical block #i in FIG. 33) starts, only the dummy pack part
is exchanged with a packet of a secondary audio packet and rewritten in the same logical block. Since this process
causes a heavy process load, actual post-recording will be difficult to execute.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0032] To solve the above-mentioned problems, the present invention provides a video recording apparatus that can
record and continuously reproduce a video easily with D-VHS and a set top box (STB) via an IEEE 1 394 digital interface.

[0033] Further, the present Invention aims to perform recording that wastes memory less, and in which a MPEG
transport stream that is recorded at the time of connecting to a PC can be observed easily as data based on the MPEG
standard.

[0034] As mentioned above, the present invention aims to provide a recording method to ensure in an easy and
efficient manner both realtime recording/realtime reproduction by using a means for isochronous transmission of a
video and an audio via a digital interface, and also reproduction of a file (a file can be reproduced when it is based on
the MPEG standard) using a means for asynchronous transmission at the time of connecting to a PC.
[0035] The present Invention also aims to decrease the process amounts in any cases, e.g., deleting a VOBU in a
way of a MPEG stream and subsequently linking the following VOBUs to provide a stream that can be managed in a
recording apparatus, or making the VOBUs to be observed as a stream based on MPEG at the time of connecting to

a PC.

[0036] The present invention also alms to decrease amounts of calculation during post-recording ofthe MPEG system
stream.

[0037] To achieve the purposes, an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention has a transport stream
assembling section and a recording section. The transport stream assembling section divides an audio signal and a
video signal into transport packets, and assembles the plural transport packets as a transport stream. The recording
section records the transport stream. The recording section includes a logical block managing section to manage
whether a logical block on a disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a continuous data
area that ensures realtime continuous reproduction of an audio signal and a video signal, and a recording control
section to determine a logical block number of the continuous data area on wh ich the transport stream is to be recorded.
The transport stream is recorded continuously on a plurality of continuous data areas detected by the continuous data
area detecting section.

[0038] Accordingly, even realtime recording/realtime reproduction through a 1394 interface can be performed easily
since there is no need to conduct any special stream conversion processes. At the same time, waste areas in the
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recording areas can be decreased and efficiency of recording can be improved. Moreover, continuous reproduction

will be ensured during reproduction. Furthermore, at the time of connecting to a PC, the content can be observed
efficiently as a file of a stream based on the MPEG standard.

[0039] Preferably, an AV data recording apparatus according to the present invention detects a continuous data area
5 comprising a plurality of continuous logical blocks that enable recording at a maximum recording/reproducing rate in

a period of time required to secure reproduction for the time of the maximum move of a reading/writing head at the

continuous data area detecting section. Accordingly, a reading/writing head movement such as a seek will be allowed.

[0040] An AV data recording apparatus ofthe present invention preferably has a transport stream assembling section

to divide an audio signal and a video signal into transport packets, configure the plural transport packets of a prede-
10 termined time length as a unit packet, and assemble a transport stream by aligning unit packets. As a result, efficient

recording is executed in a form for easier management.
[0041 ] It is preferable for an AV data recording apparatus according to the present invention that a transport stream
including transport packets based on digital broadcast using MPEG is assembled at a transport stream assembling
section. As a result, functions of a digital apparatus using MPEG can be utilized.

15 [0042] For achieving the purposes, an AV data recording apparatus according to the present invention has a PES
(Packetized Elementary stream) stream assembling section and a recording section. The PES stream assembling
section divides an audio signal and a video signal into PES packets and assembles the plural PES packets as a PES
stream. The recording section records the PES stream. The reading section includes a logical block managing section

to manage whether a logical block on a disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a
20 continuous data area that ensures a realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and a

recording control section to determine a logical block number of a continuous data area on which the PES stream is

to be recorded. The PES stream is recorded continuously on a plurality of the continuous data areas detected by the
continuous data area detecting section.

[0043] This structure requires PES/TS conversion and TS/PES conversion. However, since such conversion process
25 requires less time and efforts when compared with PS/TS conversion and TS/PS conversion for a program stream,

connection through a 1394 interface can be provided with comparative ease.

[0044] Preferably, an AV data recording apparatus according to the present invention detects a continuous data area
comprising a plurality of continuous logical blocks that enable recording at a maximum recording/reproducing rate in

a period of time required to secure reproduction for the time of the maximum move of a reading/writing head at the
30 continuous data area detecting section. Accordingly, a reading/writing head movement such as a seek will be allowed.

[0045] An AV data recording apparatus of the present Invention preferably has a PES stream assembling section to

divide an audio signal and a video signal into PES packets, configure the plural PES packets of a predetermined time
length as a unit packet, and assemble a PES stream by aligning unit packets. As a result, efficient recording is executed
in a form for easier management.

35 [0046] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention com-
prises a writing section to write data In a logical block on a disk, a reading section to read data recorded in a logical

block, and a deletion control section to delete data by controlling the reading section and the writing section. The
deletion control section deletes a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks by dividing the data
into three areas comprising an effective data area before a deletion area, an effective data area within the last of logical

40 blocks including the deletion area, and an effective data area following the last logical block, and closing forward
undeleted effective data within the last block inside the last block so as to treat the three areas as one file.

[0047] Accordingly, as a forward closing process is not required for all effective data after the deletion area, the

process efficiency can be improved considerably/

[0048] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention com-
45 prises a system stream assembling section to assemble an audio signal and a video signal as a system stream, and

a recording section to record the system stream. The recording section comprises a logical block managing section to

manage whether a logical block on a disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a continuous
data area that ensures realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and a recording

control section to determine a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the system stream is to be
so recorded. The AV data recording apparatus further comprises a post-recording control section to record a plurality of

dummy data, the total size of which is equal to that of a logical block on a logical block at the same time that the system
stream is recorded continuously on the plural continuous data areas detected by the continuous data area detecting
section, and to replace only the dummy data with audio data at the time of post-recording.

[0049] Accordingly, as plural dummy data of a size of a logical block are replaced with audio data and any other extra
55 process can be omitted, a process of reading an entire logical block and a process of partial rewriting within a logical

block is not necessary. Thus, the processes are expected to decrease drastically.

[0050] Preferably in an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention, the post-recording control section
records the system stream continuously on a plurality of the continuous data areas detected by the continuous data

5
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area detecting section, and at the same time, records a plurality of dummy data, the total size of which is larger than

a logical block in at least one of the logical blocks, and only the dummy data included in a predetermined logical block

are replaced with audio data at the time of post-recording. Accordingly, similar effects will be obtainable even if the

size of the dummy packet is not an integral multiple of the size of the logical block.

[0051] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention com-
prises a writing section to write data in a logical block on a disk, a reading section to read data recorded in a logical

block, and a deletion control section to delete data by controlling the reading section and the writing section. When the

deletion control section deletes a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks, a first half and a latter

half of the data are treated as one file. The first half comprises a dummy packet added to the back of an effective data
area followed by the deletion area until data of the effective data area followed by the deletion area reaches a border
of logical blocks, and the latter half comprises a dummy packet added to provide packets continuously before an
effective data area following the deletion area.

[0052] Accordingly, as any forward closing process never will be required for effective data after the deletion area,

the process efficiency can be improved drastically.

[0053] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording apparatus of the present Invention com-
prises a writing section to write data in a logical block on a disk, a reading section to read data recorded in a logical

block, and a deletion control section to delete data by controlling the writing section and the reading section. When the
deletion control section deletes a former part of data recorded as one file in a plurality of logical blocks by regarding

this part as a deletion area and retaining a latter part as an effective data area, data comprising a dummy packet and
the effective data area are treated as one file. The dummy packet Is added to make the packets continuous before the

effective data area, from a border of a logical block preceding the end of the deletion area to the end of the effective

data area.

[0054] Accordingly, as forward closing processing Is not required for the effective data following the deletion area,

the process efficiency can be improved drastically.

[0055] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention com-
prises a writing section to write data in a logical block on a disk, and a management information writing section to write

management information of the written data In a logical block. The management information writing section writes data

management information comprising a starting position of the data on a logical block, length of the data, and identifi-

cation of a logical block on which the data are written.

[0056] Accordingly, as freedom of the linkable areas is increased by the data management information, the writable

area can be managed only with a pointer process without executing forward closing or padding of dummy data. Thus,
the time and efforts of the process for adhering to a standard can be decreased.

[0057] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention com-
prises a writing section to write data in a logical block on a disk, a reading section to read data recorded in a logical

block, and a deletion control section to delete data by controlling the writing section and the reading section. When the

writing section writes data, it writes separately data management information comprising a starting position of the data

in a logical block, a length of the data and identification of a logical block on which the data are written. The deletion

control section deletes a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks by dividing the data into two
areas: an effective data area before a deletion area and an effective data area following the deletion area, and by
treating the two areas as one file.

[0058] Accordingly, as freedom of the linkable areas is increased by the data management information, the writable

area can be managed only with a pointer process without executing forward closing or padding of dummy data at a
time of data deletion. Thus, the time and efforts of the process for adhering to a standard can be decreased.

[0059] Preferably in an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention, a DIT packet additionally is inserted

between the effective data area before the deletion area and the other effective area after the deletion area so as to

record at the deletion control section. Accordingly, the DIT packet can be used as a trigger to detect that a stream of

the effective data area after the deletion area is a new stream Interrupted from a stream of the effective data area
before the deleting area.

[0060] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention com-
prises a transport stream assembling section having transmission timing information and a recording section. The
section forassembling a transport stream having transmission timing information assembles an transport stream having
transmission timing information by dividing an audio signal and a video signal into transport packets and by repeating
a set of the transport packet and transmission timing information for every transport packet. The recording section

records the transport stream having transmission timing information, and it comprises a logical block managing section

to manage whether a logical block on a disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a
continuous data area that ensures a realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and a
recording control section to determine a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream
having transmission timing Information is to be recorded. The transport stream having transmission timing information
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is recorded continuously on the plural continuous data areas detected by the continuous data area detecting section.

[0061] Accordingly, output through a 1394 interface can be executed only by a simple timing adjustment without

newly generating output timing.

[0062] Preferably In an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention, the transport stream is assembled at

the transport stream assembling section having transmission timing information, by dividing the audio signal and the
video signal into the transport packets, configuring one unit packet by allocating repeatedly a set comprising a plurality

of the transport packets for a predetermined time length and transmission timing information for every transport packet,

and by aligning the unit packets. Accordingly, efficient recording can be performed in a form more suitable for man-
agement.

[0063] Preferably in an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention, the transport stream comprising the
transport packets adhering to digital broadcast using MPEG is assembled at the section for assembling a transport
stream having transmission timing Information. Accordingly, functions of digital broadcast equipment using MPEG can
be utilized.

[0064] Preferably in an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention, a counter value of 27MHz is present
as transmission timing information at the section for assembling a transport stream having transmission timing infor-

mation. Also preferably, a counter value of 24.576MHz Is comprised as transmission timing information at the section
for assembling a transport stream having transmission timing information. In a case of27MHz, a clock used in recording/
reproducing a video or the like can be appropriated. In a case of 24.576MHz, output timing can be adjusted easily

since this value corresponds to the standard clock at the 1394 interface section.

[0065] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention com-
prises a receiving section for receiving a transport stream in real time from a channel, and also a recording section to

record the transport stream. The recording section comprises a logical block managing section to manage whether a
logical block on a disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a continuous data area that

ensures realtime continuous reproduction of the transport stream, and a recording control section to determine a logical

block number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream is to be recorded. The transport stream is

recorded continuously on a plurality of the continuous data areas detected by the continuous data area detecting
section.

[0066] Accordingly, no special stream conversion processes will be required even in a case of a realtime input through
a 1394 interface, and thus, video recording can be executed with ease. At the same time, a waste area in the record
area can be decreased and efficient recording will be realized. In addition, continuous reproduction is ensured at a
time of reproduction. Furthermore, the stream can be observed as a stream adhering to the MPEG standard at the
time of connecting to a PC.
[0067] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording apparatus of the present invention com-
prises a receiving section for receiving a transport stream in real time from a channel, and a recording section to record
a set comprising a transport packet and reception timing information as a continuous transport stream having a trans-
mission timing information. The recording section comprises a logical block managing section to manage whether a
logical block on a disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a continuous data area that

ensures reattime continuous reproduction of the transport stream having transmission timing information, and a re-

cording control section to determine a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream
having transmission timing information is to be recorded. The transport stream having transmission timing information
is recorded continuously on a plurality of the continuous data areas detected by the continuous data area detecting
section,

[0068] Accordingly, no special stream conversion processes are required even if the realtime input through the 1 394
interface is provided with transmission timing information, and thus, video recording can be executed with ease. In

addition, continuous reproduction is ensured at a time of reproduction. Furthermore, the stream can be observed as
a stream adhering to the MPEG standard at the time of connecting to a PC.
[0069] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data reproducing apparatus of the present invention
comprises a disk recorded by using an AV data recording apparatus described above, a reproducing section to read
a transport stream recorded on a disk, a timing generating section to calculate timing for transmitting a transport stream
in accordance with theMPEG standard, and a 1 394 interface section to send transport packets onto a 1 394 transmission
channel. The 1394 interface section sends transport packets onto the 1394 transmission channel in accordance with
transmission timing calculated at the transmission timing generating section.

[0070] Accordingly, realtime reproduction through a 1394 interface can be ensured.
[0071] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data reproducing apparatus of the present invention
comprises a disk recorded by using an AV data recording apparatus described above, a reproducing section to read
a transport stream having transmission timing information recorded on a disk, a timing adjustment section to reproduce
transmission timing in accordance with the transmission timing information of a transport stream having transmission
timing information, and a 1 394 interface section to send transport packets onto a 1 394 transmission channel. The 1 394
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interface section sends transport packets onto the 1394 transmission channel in accordance with the transmission

timing reproduced at the timing adjustment section.

[0072] Accordingly, realtime reproduction through a 1394 interface can be executed by using a transport stream
having transmission timing information.

[0073] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
prises steps of dividing an audio signal and a video signal into transport packets and assembling a plurality of the

transport packets as a transport stream, and recording the transport stream. The method further comprises steps of

managing whether a logical block on a disk is used or not, detecting a continuous data area that ensures a realtime

continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and determining a logical block number of the con-
tinuous data area on which the transport stream is to be recorded. The transport stream is recorded continuously on
the plural continuous data areas detected by the continuous data detecting section.

[0074] Accordingly, even realtime recording/realtime reproduction through a 1394 interface can be performed easily

since there is no need to conduct any special stream conversion processes. At the same time, a waste area in the
recording areas can be decreased and the efficiency of recording can be improved. Moreover, continuous reproduction

will be ensured during reproduction. Furthermore, at the time of connecting to a PC, the content can be observed
efficiently as a file of a stream based on the MPEG standard.

[0075] Preferably in an AV data recording method of the present invention, the continuous data area comprising
plural continuous logical blocks that enable recording at a maximum recording/reproducing rate is detected during at

least a period required for securing reproduction for a maximum move time of a reading/writing head In a step of

detecting the continuous data area. Accordingly, a reading/writing head movement such as a seek will be allowed.

[0076] Preferably in an AV data recording method of the present invention, an audio signal and a video signal are

divided into transport packets, the plural transport packets for a predetermined time length are configured as one unit

packet, and the unit packets are aligned to assemble the transport stream. As a result, efficient recording is executed
In a form for easier management.

[0077] Preferably in an AV data recording method of the present invention, the transport stream comprising transport

packets adhering to digital broadcast using MPEG is assembled In a step of assembling the transport stream. Accord-
ingty, functions of digital broadcast equipment using MPEG can be utilized.

[0078] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
prises steps of dividing an audio signal and a video signal into PES packets and assembling a plurality of the PES
packets as a PES stream, and recording the PES stream. The method further comprises steps of managing whether
a logical block on a disk is used or not, detecting a continuous data area that ensures realtime continuous reproduction

of the audio signal and the video signal, and determining a logical block number of the continuous data area on which
the PES stream is to be recorded. The PES stream is recorded continuously on the plural continuous data areas which
have been detected.

[0079] This structure requires PES/TS conversion and TS/PES conversion. However, since such conversion process
requires less time and effort when compared with PS/TS conversion and TS/PS conversion for a program stream,

connection through a 1394 interface can be provided with comparative ease.

[0080] Preferably in an AV data recording method of the present invention, the continuous data area comprising the

plural continuous logical blocks that enable recording at a maximum recording/reproducing rate during at least a period

required for securing reproduction for a maximum move time of a reading/writing head is detected in a step of detecting

the continuous data area. Accordingly, a reading/writing head movement such as a seek will be allowed.

[0081] Preferably in an AV data recording method of the present invention, an audio signal and a video signal are

divided into PES packets, the plural PES packets for a predetermined time length are configured as one unit packet,

and the unit packets are aligned to assemble the PES stream. As a result, efficient recording is executed in a form for

easier management.
[0082] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
prises a step of deleting data by controlling a step of writing data In a logical block on a disk and a step of reading data
recorded in a logical block. When a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks is deleted, the data
is divided into three areas comprising an effective data area before the deletion area, an effective data area within the
last of logical blocks Including the deletion area, and an effective data area following the last logical block. Then,
undeleted effective data present within the last logical block is closed forward within the last logical block, and the three
areas are treated as one file.

[0083] Accordingly, as a forward closing process is not required for all effective data after the deletion area, process
efficiency can be improved considerably.

[0084] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
prises steps of assembling an audio signal and a video signal as a system stream, and recording the system stream.
The method further comprises steps of managing whether a logical block on a disk is used or not, detecting a continuous
data area that ensures a realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and determining a
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logical block number of the continuous data area on which the system stream is to be recorded. Furthermore, at the
same time that a system stream is recorded continuously on a plurality of the detected continuous data areas, a plurality

of dummy data whose total size is equal to the logical block are recorded in the logical block, and only the dummy data
are replaced with audio data at a time of post-recording.

s [0085] Accordingly, as plural dummy data of a size of a logical block are replaced with audio data and any other extra

process can be omitted, a process of reading an entire logical block and a process of partial rewriting within a logical

block is not necessary. Thus, the processes are expected to decrease drastically.

[0086] Preferably in an AV data recording method of the present invention, during replacement of only the dummy
data with audio data at the time of the post-recording, the system stream is recorded continuously on a plurality of the

10 detected continuous data areas and at the same time, a plurality of dummy data that are larger in size than a logical

block are recorded in at least one logical block, and only the dummy data included in a predetermined logical block
are replaced with audio data at the time of post-recording. Accordingly, similar effects will be obtainable even if the
size of the dummy packet is not an integral multiple of the size of the logical block.

[0067] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
15 prises a step of deleting data by controlling a step of writing data in a logical block on a disk and a step of reading data

recorded in the logical block. When a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks is deleted, a first

half and a latter half of the data are treated as one file. The first half comprises a dummy packet added to the back of

an effective data area preceding the deletion area until data of an effective data area before the deletion area reaches
a border of logical blocks, and the latter half comprises a dummy packet added to provide packets continuously before

20 an effective data area after the deletion area, from the border of the logical block to the starting point of the effective

data area following the deleted area.

[0088] Accordingly, as no forward closing processes will be required for effective data after the deletion area, the
process efficiency can be improved drastically.

[0089] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
25 prises a step of deleting data by controlling a step of writing data in a logical block on a disk and a step of reading data

recorded In a logical block. When a former part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks is deleted
as a deletion area and a latter part is retained as an effective data area, data comprising a dummy packet and the
effective data area are treated as one file. The dummy packet is added so that the packets will be continued before
the effective data area, from a border of a logical block preceding the end of the deletion area to the end of the effective

30 data area.

[0090] Accordingly, as forward closing processing is not required for the effective data following the deletion area,

the process efficiency can be improved drastically.

[0091] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
prises steps of writing data In a logical block on a disk and writing information for managing the written data in a logical

35 block. In the step of writing information for data management, the data management information comprising a starting

position of the data on a logical block, length of the data, and identification of a logical block on which the data have
been written, will be written.

[0092] Accordingly, as freedom of the linkable areas is increased by the data management information, the writable

area can be managed only with a pointer process without executing forward closing or padding of dummy data. Thus,
40 the time and effort of the process for adhering to a standard can be decreased,

[0093] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
prises a step of deleting data by controlling a step of writing data in a logical block on a disk and a step of reading data
recorded in a logical block. In the data-writing step, data management information comprising a starting position of the
data in a logical block, a length of the data and identification of a logical block on which the data are written, are written

45 separately. When a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks is deleted in the data-deleting step,

the data are divided into two areas: an effective data area before a deletion area and an effective data area after the
deletion area, and the two areas are treated as one file.

[0094] Accordingly, as freedom of the linkable areas is increased by the data management information, the writable

area can be managed only with a pointer process without executing forward closing or padding of dummy data at a
so time of data deletion. Thus, the time and effort of the process for adhering to a standard can be decreased.

[0095] Preferably in an AV data recording method of the present invention, a DIT packet of DVB standard additionally

is Inserted between the effective data areas before the deletion area and the other effective area after the deletion
area for the purpose of recording. Accordingly, the DIT packet can be used as a trigger to detect that a stream of the
effective data area after the deletion area is a new stream interrupted from a stream of the effective data area before

ss the deleting area.

[0096] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
prises steps of assembling a transport stream having transmission timing information by dividing an audio signal and
a video signal Into transport packets, and by repeating a set of the transport packets and transmission timing information

9
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for every transport packet, and also recording the transport stream having transmission timing information. The method
further comprises steps of managing whether a logical block on a disk is used or not, detecting a continuous data area

that ensures realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and determining a logical block

number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream having transmission timing information is to be
s recorded. The transport stream having transmission timing information is recorded continuously on the plural contin-

uous data areas detected by the continuous data detecting section.

[0097] Accordingly, output through a 1394 interface can be executed only by a simple timing adjustment without

newly generating output timing.

[0098] Preferably in an AV data recording method of the present invention, a transport stream is assembled by
10 dividing an audio signal and a video signal into transport packets, configuring one unit packet by allocating repeatedly

a set comprising a plurality of the transport packets for a predetermined time length and transmission timing information

for every transport packet, and by aligning the unit packets. Accordingly, efficient recording can be performed in a form
more suitable for management.

[0099] Preferably in an AV data recording method of the present invention, the transport stream comprising the
15 transport packets based on digital broadcast using MPEG is assembled, since it also can be utilized suitably for a

digital broadcast standard using MPEG.
[0100] Preferably in an AV data recording method of the present invention, a counter value of 27MHz is used as
transmission timing information. It is also preferable that a counter value of 24.576MHz is used as transmission timing

information. In a case of 27MHz, a clock used in recording/reproducing a video or the like can be appropriated. In a
20 case of 24.576MHz, output timing can be adjusted easily since this value corresponds to the standard clock at the

1394 interface section.

[0101] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
prises steps of receiving a transport stream In real time from a channel, and recording the transport stream. The method
further comprises steps of managing whether a logical block on a disk is used or not, detecting a continuous data area

25 that ensures realtime continuous reproduction of the transport stream, and determining a logical block number of the

continuous data area on which the transport stream is to be recorded. The transport stream is recorded continuously

on a plurality of the continuous data areas that have been detected.

[0102] Accordingly, no special stream conversion processes will be required even in a case of a realtime input through
a 1394 interface, and thus, video recording can be executed with ease. At the same time, a waste area in the record

30 area can be decreased and efficient recording will be realized. In addition, continuous reproduction is ensured at a
time of reproduction. Furthermore, the stream can be observed as a stream adhering to the MPEG standard at the

time of connecting to a PC.

[0103] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data recording method of the present invention com-
prises steps of receiving a transport stream in real time from a channel, and recording a set of a transport packet and

35 reception timing information as a continuous transport stream having a transmission timing information. The method
further comprises steps of managing whether a logical block on a disk Is used or not, detecting a continuous data area

that ensures realtime continuous reproduction of the transport stream having transmission timing information, and
determining a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream having transmission

timing information is to be recorded. The transport stream having transmission timing information is recorded contin-
ue uously on a plurality of the continuous data areas that have been detected.

[0104] Accordingly, no special stream conversion processes are required even if the realtime input through the 1 394
interface is provided with transmission timing information, and thus, video recording can be executed with ease. In

addition, continuous reproduction is ensured at a time of reproduction. Furthermore, the stream can be observed as
a stream adhering to the MPEG standard at the time of connecting to a PC.

45 [0105] For achieving the above-mentioned pu nooses, an AV data reproducing method of the present invention com-
prises steps of: reading a transport stream on a disk recorded by using an AV data recording method described above,

calculating a timing for transmitting the transport stream in accordance with the MPEG standard, and
sending the transport packets onto a 1394 transmission channel. In the method, the transport packets are sent

50 onto the 1394 transmission channel In accordance with calculated transmission timing.

[0106] Accordingly, realtime reproduction through a 1394 interface can be ensured.

[0107] For achieving the above-mentioned purposes, an AV data reproducing method of the present invention com-
prises steps of: reading a transport stream having transmission timing Information recorded on a disk by using an AV

55 data recording method described above,

reproducing a timing for transmitting in accordance with transmission timing information of the transport stream
having transmission timing information, and

10
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sending the transport packets onto a 1394 transmission channel. In the method, the transport packets are sent
onto the 1394 transmission channel in accordance with the reproduced transmission timing.

[0108] Accordingly, realtime reproduction through a 1394 Interface can be executed by using a transport stream
5 having transmission timing information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0109]
10

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a structure of an AV data recording apparatus In Embodiment 1 of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a recording form of an AV data recording apparatus In Embodiment 1 of the present
invention.

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a structure of an AV data recording/reproducing apparatus in an example of the
is present invention.

FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a recorded content in an AV data recording apparatus before a deletion operation In

Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a recorded content in an AV data recording apparatus after a deletion operation in

Embodiment 2 of the present invention.
20 FIG. 6 is a diagram showing a structure of a recorded content file before a deletion operation in an AV data recording

apparatus in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing a structure of a recorded content file after a deletion operation in an AV data recording
apparatus in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. B is a diagram showing numerical values related to an allocation descriptor of a file entry before a deletion
25 operation in an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a diagram showing numerical values related to an allocation descriptor of a file entry after a deletion
operation In an AV data recording apparatus In Embodiment 2 of the present Invention.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing processing at a deletion proceeding section of an AV data recording apparatus in

Embodiment 2 of the present invention.

30 FIG. 1 1 is a diagram showing a recording form of an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 3 of the present
invention.

FIG. 12 is a diagram showing a recorded content in an AV data recording apparatus before a deletion operation
in Embodiment 4 of the present invention.

FIG. 13 is a diagram showing a recorded content In an AV data recording apparatus after a deletion operation in

35 Embodiment 4 of the present invention.

FIG. 14 is a diagram showing a recorded content In an AV data recording apparatus after a deletion operation in

Embodiment 4 of the present invention.

FIG. 15 is a diagram showing a recorded content in an AV data recording apparatus after a deletion operation in

Embodiment 4 of the present invention.
40 FIG. 16 is a diagram showing a recorded content in an AV data recording apparatus after a deletion operation in

Embodiment 4 of the present invention.

FIG. 1 7 is a diagram showing a structure of a recorded content file after a deletion operation in an AV data recording
apparatus in Embodiment 4 of the present invention.

FIG. 1 8 is a diagram showing numerical values related to an allocation descriptor of a file entry before a deletion
45 operation in an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 4 of the present invention.

FIG. 19 Is a diagram showing numerical values related to an allocation descriptor of a file entry after a deletion
operation In an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 4 of the present invention.
FIG. 20 is a flow chart showing processing at a deletion proceeding section of an AV data recording apparatus in

Embodiment 4 of the present invention.
50 FIG. 21A and 21 B are diagrams showing data structures of allocation descriptors of AV data recording apparatuses

In Embodiment 5 of the present invention.

FIG. 22 is a diagram showing a recorded content in an AV data recording apparatus before a deletion operation
in Embodiment 5 of the present invention.

FIG. 23 is a diagram showing a structure of a recorded content file after a deletion operation in an AV data recording
55 apparatus in Embodiment 5 of the present Invention.

FIG. 24 is a diagram showing figures related to an allocation descriptor of a file entry before a deletion operation
in an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 5 of the present invention.
FIG. 25 is a diagram showing figures related to an allocation descriptor of a file entry after a deletion operation in

11
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an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 5 of the present invention.

FIG. 26 is a flow chart showing a processing at a deletion proceeding section of an AV data recording apparatus
In Embodiment 5 of the present invention.

FIG. 27 is a diagram showing a structure of a conventional AV data recording/reproducing apparatus.
FIG. 28 is a diagram showing a recording format in a case of recording a video on a DVD-RAM in real time.
FIG. 29 is a diagram showing that a content recorded on a DVD-RAM is managed by an UDF or an ISO/IEC 1 3346
file system.

FIG. 30A and 30B are diagrams showing structures of allocation descriptors.
FIG. 31 is a diagram showing a recorded content before a deletion operation of a recorded file on a DVD-RAM.
FIG. 32 is a diagram showing a recorded content after a deletion operation of a recorded file on a DVD-RAM.
FIG. 33 is a diagram showing a recorded content in an AV data recording/reproducing apparatus using DVD-RAM,
which will be post-recorded.

FIG. 34 is a diagram exemplifying a record form of a transport stream.
FIG. 35 is a diagram showing a recording form of an AV data recording apparatus in an example of the present
invention.

FIG. 36 is a diagram showing a structure of an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 6 of the present
invention.

FIG. 37 is a diagram showing a recording form of an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 6 of the present
invention.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0110] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to the drawings.

(Embodiment 1)

[0111] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a block structure of an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 1 of the
present invention. In FIG. 1 ,

signals inputted at a video signal input section 1 and an audio signal input section 2 are
compressed respectively at a video compressing section 3 and an audio compressing section 4. The compressed
signals are formed to be a transport stream at a transport stream assembling section 5 and written on a phase-change
optica! disk 8 via a recording section 6 and a pickup 7.

[0112] When video signals are inputted and recorded via a 1394 interface, the video signal of a transport stream
form inputted from outside into the 1394 interface section 9 is recorded on the phase-change optical disk 8 via the
recording section 6 and the pickup 7.

[0113] For recording a video signal, a recording control section 61 controls the recording section 6. In addition to
that, the recording control section 61 makes a continuous data area detecting section 62 to detect free areas that are
physically continuous. The continuous data area detecting section 62 searches the use condition of each logical block
(and each sector) managed by a logical block managing section 63 in order to detect free areas.
[0114] Specifically, in an operation to start recording, the transport stream assembling section 5 divides the com-
pressed video signal and the compressed audio signal into a transport packet V_TSP and AJTSP of 188 byte units
(V_TSP denotes a video transport packet for storing video data and A_TSP denotes an audio transport packet for
storing audio data), and aligns these two types of transport packets in order to configure a VOBU and sends them to
the recording section 6.

[0115] At the recording section 6, recording of VOBU starts at a location with a logical number determined by the
recording control section 61 . At this time, a VOBU is divided into 32 kbyte units at the recording section 6, and the 32
kbyte units are provided with error correction codes so as to be recorded as one logical block on a phase-change
optical disk 8.

[01 16] When recording of one VOBU is completed during one logical block is being processed, a following VOBU is

recorded sequentially without providing any spacing.

[0117] A continuous free logical block area of at least 11 seconds at a maximum recording/reproducing rate calcu-
lation is detected by the continuous data area detecting section 62 before the recording at the recording section 6
starts. A corresponding logical block number is notified to the recording section 6 every time that writing of a logical
block unit occurs, and the logical block managing section 63 is notified that a logical block has been used.
[01 1 8] The continuous data area detecting section 62 searches the use condition of a logical block that is managed
within a logical block managing section, and detects an area where unused logical blocks continue for 11 seconds at
the maximum recording/reproducing rate calculation. Here, a data reading rate of the reproducing section, a maximum
data recording/reproducing rate (rate for recording/reproducing a video) and a maximum move time of a pickup are
considered the same as in conventional technologies.
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[0119] A continuous free logical block area of at least 11 seconds is detected at all times to secure a continuous
reproduction, but any other techniques can be taken without being limited thereto.

[0120] For example, a data size of continuous free logical blocks can be determined dynamically while calculating

and tracing storing amounts of extra reproduction data. That is, when a continuous data area for 1 7 seconds is secured
at a certain point of time during photographing, a following continuous data area for 5 seconds will be retained in a
recording method to ensure a continuous reproduction.

[0121] The logical block managing section 63 comprehends a use condition for every logical block number by using
used logical block numbers notified by the recording control section 61 , and executes management. That is, the use
condition of each sector unit composing the logical block number is managed by recording whether it has been used
or not, using a space bit descriptor area defined by a UDFora ISO/iEC 1 3346 file structure. And a FID and a file entry
are written into a file management area on a disk at a final stage of a recording process.

[0122] Next, FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a recording form of an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 1 of

the present invention. In FIG. 2, a MPEG system stream is composed of a plurality of VOBUs continuing with no
spacing. One VOBU corresponds to a recorded content for 0.4 to 1 second and it is composed of MPEG transport
packets continuing with no spacing.

[0123] The transport packets are classified Into two types: a video transport packet (V_TSP) to store video data and
an audio transport packet (AJTSP) to store audio data. Each transport packet is 1 B8 bytes in length. The V_TSP is

composed of a transport packet header and video data while the A_TSP is composed of an audio packet header and
video data. The V_TSP and the AJTSP can be identified from each other with PID (packet ID) in the transport packet
headers. PID of the VJTSP is "0x0020° while PID of the AJTSP is "0x0021 The relationship between a VOBU and a
continuous data area, a logical block and a sector is same as that shown in FIG. 2B.

[0124] When recorded data are reproduced, as shown in FIG. 3, a transport stream taken out via the pickup 7 and
the reproducing section 31 is divided at a transport stream disassembling section 32 into a video signal and an audio
signal. The signals are outputted respectively to a video display section 35 and an audio output section 36 through a
video extending section 33 and an audio extending section 34.

[0125] When a set top box (STB) is connected to the 1394 Interface in order to transmit a recorded video to the set
top box and to reproduce the video at the set top box side, a transport stream outputted at the reproducing section 31
is sent to the 1394 interface section 9 as it is via an output timing generating section 13.

[0126] The output timing generating section 13 schedules and generates output timing of each transport packet in

compliance with a decoder model of a MPEG standard (transport stream system target decoder) and sends each
transport packet with the timing to the 1394 Interface section 9.

[0127] The 1394 interface section 9 keeps the time interval between packets at the time of receiving the respective
transport packets and transmits it to a 1394 transmission channel. In a MPEG standard decoder model, it is defined
to transmit transport packets so that a buffer memory for receiving transport packets at the set top box side will not
overflow or underflow.

[01 28] When recorded data are displayed at the video display section 35 and also when the data are reproduced at
the set top box side via the 1394 interface section 9, the transport stream is recorded in an area designated by the
continuous data area detecting section 62, so that a continuous reproduction is ensured.
[0129] As mentioned above, Embodiment 1 can provide an easy and efficient manner both ensuring a realtime re-

cording/realtime reproduction by using a video isochronous transmission means via a digital interface and also ensuring
file reproduction by using a means for asynchronous transmission at the time of connecting to a PC, due to the following
reasons: no special stream conversion process is required when the 1394 interface Is used; recording is executed in

a condition in which a continuous reproduction is ensured; there Is no waste area in the recording area; and it can be
observed as a data file based on a MPEG standard when connecting to a PC.
[01 30] When a recorded video signal file or the like is deleted, a deletion control section 64 controls both the recording
section 6 and the reproducing section 31 for executing the deletion process. Furthermore, in a case of post-recording,
a post-recording control section 65 controls the recording section 6 and the reproducing section 31 in order to complete
the post-recording process. For carrying out a post-recording after a recording, a video should be recorded previously
while driving a section 1 0 that generates dummy packets for post-recording. For an actual deletion and post-recording,
reproducing functions (e.g., a reproducing section) should be driven to read data of a logical block.

[0131] A transport stream is recorded in Embodiment 1 , but It can be a PES stream composed of PES packets having
an arbitrary packet length as shown in FiG. 35.

[0132] For recording a PES stream, a PES/TS conversion and a TS/PES conversion are required when inputting/
outputting via a 1 394 interface is executed. However, such a conversion process is simple in a comparison with a PS/
TS conversion and TS/PS conversion required for a program stream, since the PS/TS conversion and the TS/PS
conversion are equivalent respectively to a PS/PES/TS conversion and aTS/PES/PS conversion, in place of a transport
stream assembling section and a disassembling section, a PES assembling section and a disassembling section are
required.
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[0133] In Embodiment 1 ,
though audio is predicted to be compressed, no serious problems will occur even if audio

is incorporated without being compressed in a system stream.

[0134] In Embodiment 1, the digital interface is explained as a transmission channel based on a 1394 standard in

Embodiment 1
.
However, this is not intended to be limited thereto as long as It allows isochronous transmission and

asynchronous transmission of MPEG data.

(Embodiment 2)

[0135] The following explanation is about a case where a user deletes a specific VOBU of a recorded video. FIG. 4
is a diagram showing a content recorded in a AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 2 of the present invention
before a deletion operation, in FIG. 4, data are recorded in a range of logical blocks #5000-5999, and VOBU#0-VO-
BU#B5 are recorded in the logical blocks. Here, the recorded logical blocks are regarded as an area 'a* as a whole.
The user will reproduce a recorded video to designate VOBU#51 for a part to be deleted. The VOBU#51 to be deleted
is recorded in the logical blocks of #5500, #5501 and #5502.

[0136] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a content that is recorded after a deletion operation In an AV data recording
apparatus In Embodiment 2 of the present invention. In FIG. 5, logical blocks #5000-#5500 and #5502-#5999 Include
recorded data, while a logical block #5501 becomes a free area (unused). In the logical blocks VOBU#0-#50 and
VOBU#52-#85 are recorded, and VOBU#51 has been deleted from the recorded content. Here, video data parts of

logical blocks #5000-#5500, a logical block #5502, and logical blocks #5503-#5999 are regarded respectively as an
area A, an area B and an area C.

[0137] FIG. 6 is a diagram showing a file structure that has been recorded in an AV data recording apparatus in

Embodiment 2 of the present invention before a deletion operation. A content recorded In the area 'a' in FIG. 4 (logical

blocks #5000-#5999) is indicated as being linked to a file entry by an allocation descriptor.

[0138] FIG. 7 is a diagram showing a structure of a file that has been recorded after a deletion operation in an AV
data recording apparatus in Embodiment 2 of the present invention. In FIG. 7, the recorded contents of the areas A,
B and C in FIG. 5 are linked to a file entry by three allocation descriptors.

[0139] FIG. B is a diagram showing numerical values concerning an allocation descriptor of a file entry before a
deletion operation in the AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 2 of the present invention. In this embodiment,
an extended allocation pointer shown in FIG. 30B is used for an allocation descriptor. The extent location indicates a
head sector number of the area 'a' in FIG. 4, and also a sector number "80000" corresponding to the logical block
#5000. Regarding data length of a file, a record length and an extent length indicate 327661 44 bytes. Since an allocation

descriptor has 20 bytes, an allocation descriptor length is '20'. Since data are not compressed in the Embodiment 2,

the information length used here has a value equal to the record length, and an 'implementation use* is not used.
Therefore, a detailed explanation of these fields will be omitted from the following description.

[0140] FIG. 9 is a diagram showing numerical values concerning an allocation descriptor of a file entry after a deletion
operation In an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 2 of the present invention. Here also, the extended allo-

cation pointers of FIG. 30B are used for the allocation descriptors. Extent locations of the allocation descriptors A, B
and C indicate respectively the head sector numbers of the areas A, B and C in FIG. 5, and also sector numbers
"80000°, "88032", "88048" corresponding to the logical blocks #5000, #5502, and #5503. The recorded lengths of the
allocation descriptors A, B and C indicate effective data lengths: 16383072 bytes, 16544 bytes and 16299600 bytes
respectively. Extent locations of the allocation descriptorsA and B are indicated as a length of a range including effective

data shown as integral multiples of 204B bytes: 1 6384000 bytes and 1 8432 bytes respectively. On the other hand, the
extent location of the allocation descriptor C is not necessarily an integral multiple of 2048 bytes according to the
standard, and therefore it is equal to 16299600 bytes of the recorded length. Since three application descriptors are
used, the allocation descriptor length becomes '60*.

[0141] The following is an explanation of a process flow at a deletion processing section 64. FIG. 1 0 is a flow chart
showing a process at a deletion processing section of an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 2 of the present
invention. FIG. 10 relates to a case where a user watches a reproduced video to instruct deletion of a specific part in

order to delete a corresponding VOBU#51 in FIG. 4. Among the data in VOBU#52, only the data written in the logical

block #5502 are closed forward and rewritten so that they start from the head of the loglcal'block #5502 (step S1 01).
This forward-closed part is regarded as an area B.

[0142] Next, the file entry is modified as shown in FIGs. 7 and 9 (steps S102 to S104). The allocation descriptor A
in FIG. 7 indicates that the recorded content starts from the logical block #5000 (sector #80000), the effective data size
(recorded length) is 16383072 bytes, and that the data size of 2048 byte units including the effective data (extent
length) is 16384000 bytes. The allocation descriptor B indicates that the content starts from the logical block #5502
(sector #88032), the effective data size (recorded length) is 16544 bytes and that the data size of 2048 byte units
including the effective data (extent length) is also 1 6432 bytes. The allocation descriptor C indicates that the content
starts from the logical block #5503 (sector #88048), and that the effective data size (recorded length) and the extent
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length are 1 6299600 bytes. Finally, the logical block managing section Is notified that the logical block #5501 becomes
free (step S105). In this way, a deletion process is completed.

[0143] As mentioned above, only one logical block will be closed forward in Embodiment 2, and deletion is completed
by adding and modifying the allocation descriptors. Since the entire area C is not necessarily closed forward, the
process time and effort at the deletion processing section 64 is decreased considerably. Moreover, realtime recording/
realtime reproduction of a video via a 1394 interface before a deletion process, and reproduction and partial deletion
of a file at the time of connecting to a PC can be performed easily and efficiently in any of Embodiment 1 and 2, since
VOBUs are allocated continuously In Embodiment 1 , or a part of VOBUs is allocated Intermittently to the logical blocks
in Embodiment 2.

[0144] During a reproduction after the deletion, for example, in skipping from the area A to the area B, a separate
MPEG buffer control should be executed before the skipping In order to ensure a continuous reproduction.

[0145] While an area that a user can designate for deletion is a VOBU unit in Embodiment 2, this is not limited thereto
but the VOBU unit can be replaced with, e.g., a frame unit. In such a case, however, a VOBU will be deleted only when
it is included entirety in an area that a user designates for deletion. When a VOBU partially includes a deletion area,
an additional process will be required, such as deleting unnecessary frames by editing to shorten the VOBU, or con-
trolling for preventing reproduction of frames included in the deletion area without deleting the corresponding VOBU.
[0146] Alternatively an area that a user can designate for deletion may be a field unit. In such a case, however, a
VOBU will be deleted only when it is included entirely in an area that a user designates for deletion. When a VOBU
partially Includes a deletion area, an additional process will be required, such as deleting unnecessary frames by editing

to shorten the VOBU and to prevent reproduction of a specific frame, or controlling for preventing reproduction of a
field Included In the deletion area, without deleting the corresponding VOBU.
[01 47] Though aVOBU is composed of transport packets in Embodiment 2, it can be composed of packs of a program
stream of an arbitrary length.

[0148] Though a VOBU Is composed of transport packets in Embodiment 2, it can be a PES stream composed of

PES packets having an arbitrary packet length. Moreover, it can be a stream of unique format composed of packets
of a specific format.

(Embodiment 3)

[0149] The following is an explanation of a case where a user records video data, and the data can be post-recorded
afterward. FIG. 11 Is a diagram showing a recording form in an AV data recording apparatus In Embodiment 3 of the
present invention. In FIG. 11 , a VOBU is composed of V_TSPs and A_TSPs similar to Embodiment 1 , and also com-
posed of dummy packets (hereinafter, each dummy packet is referred to as "D_TSP") for storing a secondary audio
at the time of post-recording and null transport packets (hereinafter, each null transport packet is referred to as
aN_TSP"). A DJTSP is identified with PID=M0x0022" and a NJTSP Is identified with PID=°0x1 FFF". An audio signal is

designated previously for stream types (stream type fields of transport packet headers) of data stored in the D_TSP
at the time of recording a video.

[0150] When a peak rate of the second audio to be post-recorded is a little less than 512kbps per2ch (including a
transport header), a data size for one minute Is less than two logical blocks.

[0151] When video data are recorded to be post-recorded, e.g., in a VOBU#l as shown in FIG. 11, a N_TSP is

allocated in a border between a logical block #(i-1 ) and a logical block #i, while NJTSP is allocated in a border between
a logical block #(i+1) and a logical block #(i+2), and an interval therebetween is padded with D_TSPs substantially

corresponding to 51 2Kbps. Similarly, a D_TSP sandwiched with N_TSPs is placed In each VOBU. The writing position
of D_TSP is determined to follow a first logical block within the VOBU. In this way, the D_TSP position can be specified
without reading a logical block including D_TSP.
[0152] When a secondary audio signal Is post-recorded, AJTSPs as audio transport packets for the secondary audio
are recorded in physical positions of D_TSP while displaying in each VOBU a recorded video with no accompanying
audio. At this time, the writing position for recording the secondary audio is closed In a logical block, and no extra
processes but writing audio data will be required. That is, as there is no possibility of RMW occurrence, a high speed
process is available when compared to conventional technologies.

[0153] For reproducing a video synchronizing with the secondary audio, VJTSP and AJTSP with PlD=n0x0022° may
be reproduced.

[0154] As mentioned above, in Embodiment 3, process amounts in recording secondary audio at the time of post-
recording can be decreased considerably, and a post-recording function can be performed easily.

[0155] Though a transport stream is used to record in Embodiment 3, it can be replaced with a program stream
composed of packs. In such a case, dummy packs with a total size equal to a logical block will be recorded to the
logical block.

[0156] In the Embodiment 3, the D_TSP position is determined to follow a first logical block whose head is included
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in a VOBU, but the position can be in the second or the latter VOBUs. Alternatively, a position to start D_TSP can be

determined arbitrarily. Though the stream type of DJTSP is audio in this embodiment, it also can be private data.

[0157] Though a D_TSP in Embodiment 3 is determined so that PID=p0x0022 fl

in recording a video for subsequent

post-recording, the value can be in a range between °0x0002
a
to "0x1 FFP. However, when the PID is

n
0x1 FFF", the

PID should be allocated with a value in a range from ,,0x0002 ,,

to "0x1 FFEM
at the time of post-recording.

[01 58] Though recording is executed with a transport stream in Embodiment 3, the transport stream can be replaced

with a PES stream composed of PES packets having an arbitrary packet length. When such a PES stream is used,

dummy PES packets having a total size of at least a logical block size is recorded to be dummy packets. A PES packet

of a secondary audio and a dummy PES packet can be identified by changing a stream ID of the PES.

(Embodiment 4)

[0159] The following is an explanation of a case where a user deletes a specific VOBU of a recorded video. FIG. 12

is a diagram showing a content recorded in an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 4 before a deletion oper-

ation. In FIG. 12, VOBU#0 - VOBU#85 are recorded ranging from logical blocks #5000 to 5999. In this embodiment,

an area of the entire recorded VOBUs is regarded as an area 'a', and the data size is determined to be 32766144
bytes. A user will designate VOBU#51 as a part to be deleted while reproducing the recorded video. The VOBU#51
to be deleted is recorded in a range of #5500, #5501 , #5502 and #5503.

[0160] FIGs. 13-16 are diagrams showing contents recorded after a deletion operation in an AV data recording ap-

paratus in Embodiment 4 of the present invention. In FIGs. 1 3-1 6, N_TSP denotes a null transport packet.

[0161] In FIG. 1 3, VOBUs are recorded in logical blocks #5000-#5500, and #5503-#5999, while logical blocks #5501

and #5502 are free areas (unused). In other words, any of VOBU#0-VOBU#50, and VOBU#52-#85 is recorded in each

of the logical blocks, while VOBU#51 is deleted from the recorded content. A data size ranging from the head of the

VOBU#0 to the end of the VOBU#50 is determined as size A, while a data size ranging from the head of the VOBU#0
to the end of the VOBU#51 before a deletion is determined as size B. Further, null transport packets (NJTSPs) are

allocated at positions after the VOBU#50 and before the VOBU#52. At this time, area A corresponds to a data area

preceding the deletion area, having NJTSPs added to the back thereof. Area B corresponds to a data area behind the

deletion area, having NJTSPs at the front thereof. A data size ranging from the head of the VOBU#0 to the end of the

VOBU#50 is determined to be 16406760 bytes.

[0162] FIG. 14 shows an example of deletion where the deleted VOBU#51 has a size of 100016 bytes, while FIG.

15 shows an example of deletion where the deleted VOBU#51 has a size of 80088 bytes. In FIGs. 14 and 15, "add A°

and "add Bn
indicate respectively the data sizes of NJTSPs added behind the VOBU#50 and NJTSPs added in front

of the VOBU# 52.

[0163] X and Y are numerical values relating to borders of 94 kbytes (94X1 024 bytes) counted from the head of the

data before deletion. X Indicates a data size ranging from the final 94 kbyte border of a data part in front of the deleted

area to the end of the part of the added null transport packet. Y indicates a data size ranging from another 94kbyte

border that is placed immediately before the first 94 kbyte border in a data part behind the deletion area to the head
of the area B.

[01 64] FIG. 1 4 shows a case of Y£X, and FIG. 1 5 shows a case of Y<X. The size of 94 kbytes (94X1 024 bytes) Is

equal to the lowest common multiple between 1 88 bytes of the transport packet size and 2048 bytes of the sector size.

[01 65] FIG. 1 6 shows the continuous state of the transport packets in the areas A and B.

[0166] FIG. 16 shows a structure of a file recorded before a deletion operation in an AV data recording apparatus

according to Embodiment 4 of the present invention. FIG. 16 indicates that the content recorded in the area 'a' in FIG.

12 (logical blocks #5000-#5999) is linked to a file entry by an allocation descriptor.

[01 67] FIG. 1 7 is a diagram showing a structure of a file recorded after a deletion operation in an AV data recording

apparatus according to Embodiment 4 of the present invention. FIG. 17 shows that the contents recorded in the areas

A and B of FIGs. 1 4 and 15 are linked to a file entry by two allocation descriptors.

[0168] FIG. 18 is a diagram showing numerical values concerning an allocation descriptor of a file entry before a

deletion operation for an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 4 of the present invention. Here, a short allocation

pointer shown in FIG. 30A is used as an allocation descriptor. The extent location shows a head sector number of the

area f
a' in FIG. 1 2, and also Indicates a sector number "B0000D corresponding to a logical block #5000. An extent length

indicating an effective data length shows 32766144 bytes. Since one allocation descriptor corresponds to 8 bytes, the

allocation descriptor length is 'B\

[0169] FIG. 19 is a diagram showing numerical values relating to an allocation descriptor of a file entry after a deletion

operation in an AV data recording apparatus In Embodiment 4 of the present invention. Similarly, the allocation de-

scriptors used here are the ones shown in FIG. 30A. The respective extent locations of the allocation descriptors A
and B indicate the head sector numbers of the areas A and B in FIG. 1 4, and also indicate the sector numbers "80000°

and °B8059° corresponding to the head sector (first sector) within the logical block #5000, and the twelfth sector within
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the logical block #5503. The extent lengths of the allocation descriptors A and B indicate the effective data lengths of

16406760 bytes and 16261312 bytes respectively. Since two allocation descriptors are used, the allocation descriptor

length is '16'.

[0170] 'add A' of the area A and 'add B' of the area B will be calculated in accordance with the following Equations
1 and 2. Equation 1 is used to derive the 'add A' of the area A.

Equation 1
10

it

sizeA

2043 modular

15

20

then

else

acdA= (

sizeA

2048
+ 1 ) x 2043 - sizeA

round

25 addA = Q

[0171] Equation 2 is used to derive the 'add B' of the area B.

30

40

45

SO

55
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10

Equation 2

X = ( sizeA + addA ) -
sizeA - addA

9* * 1024

x( 94 x 1024 )

round

Y- sizsB - sizeB

94 x 1024

x ( 94 x 1Q24 )

round

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

if ( Y^X )

sizeB

94 x 1024

^0
modular

else

then

addB = Y - X
else

addB =0

acdB = (94x 102*-X) + Y

[0172] The Derivative Equation of 'add B' in Y £ X differs from that in Y<X, In Equations 1 and 2, "modular
1 means a

remainder in the division, and 'round' means a value obtained by omitting the numerical values after the decimal frac-

tions from the divisional result.

[0173] The process flow at the deletion processing section 64 is described as follows. FIG. 20 is a flow chart showing
a process at a deletion processing section of an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 4 of the present invention.

FIG. 20 refers to an explanation of a case where a user watches a reproduced video to instruct deletion of a specific

part and to delete VOBU#51 In FIG. 1 2, which corresponds to the part to be deleted. First, an area A is configured by
adding only null transport packets for the size 'add A' after the VOBU#50 (step S201 ). Therefore, the data size of the
area A will be equated to an integral multiple of 2048 bytes. Next, an area B is configured by adding only null transport

packets for the size of 'add B* in front of the VOBU#52 (step S202). Here, the null transport packets of the area A and
of the area B are arranged successively.

[0174] As a result, a data starting address of the area B will be an Integral multiple of 2048 bytes when the number
is counted from the head of the VOBU#0 excepting the VOBU#51 . As mentioned above, since the end of the area A
and the head of the area B will be 2048 byte borders, the conditions for the short allocation pointer of UDF will be met.

Moreover, when the area A and the area B are connected, 1 88 byte-transport packets will be allocated in a sequence.
This is shown in FIG. 16.

[0175] As shown in FIG. 14, when a data size of the VOBU#51 is, e.g., 1 00016 bytes, X=45056, Y=47000 and Y£X,
and thus, null transport packets of add A=1816 bytes and add B=1944 bytes will be added.

[0176] When the data size of the VOBU#51 is e.g., 80088 bytes as shown in FIG. 15, X=45056, Y=27071 and Y<X,
and thus, null transport packets of add A=1816 bytes and add B=78272 bytes will be added.
[0177] Next, the file entry is modified as shown in FIGs, 17 and 19 (steps S203-S204). The numerical values in FIG.
1 9 are related to the case of FIG. 1 4. The allocation descriptor A in FIG. 1 7 indicates that the recorded content starts

at the head sector (sector #80000) of the logical block #5000, and that the data size is 16408576 bytes. It indicates

also that the allocation descriptor B starts at the twelfth sector (sector #88059) of the logical block #5503, and that the
data size is 1 6261 31 2 bytes. Finally, the logical block managing section Is notified that logical blocks #5501 and #5502
become free (step S205). Accordingly, a deletion processing is completed.

[0178] Accordingly In Embodiment 4 ofthe present Invention, a deletion process is completed by adding null transport
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packets and also by adding-modifying an allocation descriptor. Since this process does not require forward closing of

the entire areas after the deletion area, the time and effort for a process at the deletion processing section 64 is reduced

considerably. Moreover, realtime recording/realtime reproduction of a video through a 1394 interface before a deletion

operation, file reproduction and partial deletion operation at the time of connecting to a PC can be performed in an
s easy and efficient manner by either allocating VOBUs continuously as in Embodiment 1 or by allocating VOBUs con-

tinuously with null packets therebetween.

[0179] During reproduction after a deletion operation, for example, when skipping is executed from the area A to the

area B, a separate buffer control of MPEG may be required before the skip in order to ensure a continuous reproduction.

[0180] In this embodiment, an area that a user can designate for deletion is composed of VOBU units. This is not

10 limited thereto, but it can be, for example, frame units. In that case, however, only VOBUs that are Included completely

in a deletion area designated by the user will be deleted. When a VOBU partially Includes a deletion area, a certain

process should be executed. For example, editing will be executed to delete an unnecessary frame to shorten the

VOBU, or control will be conducted to avoid reproduction of a frame included in the deletion area without deleting the

VOBU.
15 [0181] A deletion area that can be designated by a user can be a field unit. In such a case, however, only VOBUs

included completely in a deletion area designated by a user will be deleted. When a VOBU partially includes a deletion

area, a certain process is required. For example, an unnecessary frame is deleted by editing to shorten VOBU and to

prevent a specific VOBU from being reproduced; or a field in a deletion area is controlled not to be reproduced without

deleting the VOBU.
20 [0182] Though each of the VOBU in Embodiment 4 is composed of transport packets, it can be composed of packs

of a program stream of 2kbyte units. In such a case, however, addition of null packs as shown in FIG. 20 will not be
needed.

[0183] Though each of the VOBU is composed of a transport stream In Embodiment 4, It can be also a PES stream
being composed of PES packets having an arbitrary packet length or program stream packs. Alternatively, It can be a

25 stream of a unique format composed of packets of unique format. In such a case, dummy packets should be used,

and the dummy packets are either packets having an unused stream ID or a private stream ID.

[01 84] Though the end position of the area A corresponds to the border of 2kbytes, it also can correspond to a border

of a logical block size (32 kbytes).

30 (Embodiment 5)

[0185] The following explanation is based on another case where a user deletes a specificVOBU of a recorded video.

[0186] FIG. 21 B illustrates a data structure of an allocation pointer of a file entry according to Embodiment 5. As
shown in FIG. 21 A, it manages an extent location to show a data starting sector number, an extent offset to show a

35 size ranging from a starting sector head to an actual effective data starting address, and a recorded length to show an
actual effective data size. In Embodiment 5, an allocation descriptor with such a data structure will be recorded on a

file entry when a video is recorded.

[0187] FIG. 22 is a diagram showing a content recorded In an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 5 before

a deletion operation. In FIG. 22, VOBU#0-VOBU#85 are recorded in a range of logical blocks #5000-5999. Here, the

40 recorded data size is determined to be 32766144 bytes. A user will designate the VOBU#51 as a part to be deleted

while he is reproducing a recorded video. The VOBU#51 to be deleted is recorded over logical blocks #5500, #5501

,

#5502, and #5503.The entireVOBUs are referred as area 'a'; an area ranging from the head ofVOBUs to the VOBU#50
is referred to as area A, and an area ranging from the head of VOBU#52 to the end of the VOBUs is referred to as
area B. It is determined that a data size ranging from the head of the VOBU#0 to the end of the VOBU#50 is 1 6406760

45 bytes, and the data size of the VOBU#51 is 1 0001 6 bytes.

[0188] FIG. 23 is a diagram showing a structure of a file recorded after a deletion operation in an AV data recording

apparatus according to Embodiment 5 of the present invention. FIG. 23 shows that the contents recorded In the areas

A and B of FIG.21 are linked (associated) to a file entry by two allocation descriptors.

[0189] FIG. 24 is a diagram showing numerical values concerning an allocation descriptor of a file entry before a
50 deletion operation for an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 5 of the present invention. Here, an allocation

pointer shown in FIG. 21 Is used as an allocation descriptor. The extent location shows a head sector number of

recorded data, and also indicates a sector number "80000° corresponding to a logical block #5000. It is also shown
that since data are recorded from the head of a sector #80000, an extent offset is 0 byte and a recorded length showing
an effective data length is 32766144 bytes. Since an allocation descriptor is 12 bytes, an allocation descriptor length

55 is '12'.

[01 90] FIG. 25 is a diagram showing numerical values relating to an allocation descriptor of a file entry after a deletion

operation in an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 5 of the present invention. Similarly, the allocation de-

scriptors used here are the ones shown in FIG. 21 . The respective extent locations of the allocation descriptors A and
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B indicate the head sector numbers of the areas A and B in FIG. 23, and also Indicate the sector numbers "80000"

and "88059" corresponding to the head sector (first sector) within the logical block #5000, and the twelfth sector within

the logical block #5503. The recorded lengths of the allocation descriptors A and B indicate the effective data lengths

of 1 6406760 bytes and 1 6259368 bytes respectively.

[0191 ] Since the area A starts from the head of a sector, the extent offset of the allocation descriptor A is set to be
'0'. Since the area B starts from the 1 944 bytes of the sector #8B059, the extent offset of the allocation descriptor B is

set to be '1944'. Since two allocation descriptors are used, the allocation descriptor length is '24'.

[01921 The process flow at the deletion processing section 64 of Embodiment 5 is described as follows. FIG. 26 is

a flow chart showing a process at a deletion processing section of an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 5
of the present invention. FIG. 26 refers to an explanation of a case where a user watches a reproduced video to instruct

deletion of a specific part and to delete VOBU#51 in FIG. 22, which corresponds to the part to be deleted. For this

purpose, first, an allocation descriptor that has pointed to the area 'a' in FIG. 24 is modified to point to the area A (S301 ).

Next, an allocation descriptor to point to the area B is added (S302). As a result, the file entry in FIG. 24 becomes the
file entry shown In FIGs. 23 and 25. Regarding the allocation descriptor in Embodiment 5, there is no need to store

data from the head of a sector by combining the extent offset and the recorded length. This will enable omitting of a
forward closing or an addition of null packets, which are respectively described in Embodiments 2 and 4. Finally, the
logical block managing section is notified that the logical blocks #5501 and #5502 become free (step S303). As a result,

a deletion operation is completed.

[0193] As mentioned above, In Embodiment 5, the deletion process is completed by adding and modifying allocation

descriptors. Since the entire area after the deletion area is not required to be closed forward, the time and effort at the
deletion processing section 64 is decreased considerably.

[0194] During reproduction after a deletion operation, for example, when skipping is executed from the area A to the

area B, a separate buffer control of MPEG may be required before the skip in order to ensure a continuous reproduction.

[0195] In Embodiment 5, an area that a user can designate for deletion is composed of VOBU units. This is not

limited thereto, but it can be, for example, frame units. In that case, however, only VOBUs that are included completely
in a deletion area designated by the user will be deleted. When a VOBU partially includes a deletion area, a certain

process should be executed. For example, editing will be executed to delete an unnecessary frame to shorten the
VOBU, or control will be conducted to avoid reproduction of a frame included in the deletion area without deleting the
VOBU.
[0196] A deletion area that can be designated by a user can be a field unit. In such a case, however, only VOBUs
included completely in a deletion area designated by a user will be deleted. When a VOBU includes partially a deletion

area, a certain process is required. For example, an unnecessary frame is deleted by editing to shorten VOBU and to

prevent a specific VOBU from being reproduced; or afield in a deletion area is controlled not to be reproduced without
deleting the VOBU.
[0197] Though each of the VOBU is composed of a transport stream in Embodiment 5, it also can be a PES stream
being composed of PES packets having an arbitrary packet length or program stream packs. Alternatively, it can be a
stream of a unique format composed of packets of unique format.

[0198] Each transport stream in Embodiments 2, 3, 4 and 5 can be replaced with a system stream of either MPEG
1 or MPEG 4. Alternatively, it can be a Motion-JPEG compression format or a QuickTime file format.

[0199] In Embodiments 3, 4 and 5, N_TSPs are inserted between the areas A and B, or a file is partially deleted by,

for example, updating an allocation pointer. Alternatively, packets defined by either the European DVB (Digital Video
Broadcasting) standard or by the DIT (Discontinuity Information Table) defined by the Japanese BS digital broadcast
standard can be incorporated between the areas A and B.

[0200] Here, a DIT packet is a transport packet of P!D=0x001 E, which indicates that a parameter (Continuity Counter
or Program Clock Reference) inside a transport header and a buffer control of MPEG (e.g., a VBV buffer control of a
video and a buffer control of audio) becomes discontinuous. As for the DVB standard or the BS digital broadcast
standard, this packet is defined to be Inserted when transmitting a transport stream.

[0201] By inserting such a DIT packet during a partial deletion of a file, data following the area B can be processed
property as a new stream that is interrupted from a stream of the area A, by using the DIT packet detection as a trigger,

when a partially deleted file is realtime-reproduced through a 1394 interface or when a file is reproduced by using a
MPEG reproduction software on a PC display at a time of connecting to a PC.
[0202] In Embodiments 3, 4 and 5, the files are partially deleted. Alternatively, two files are linked partially to each
other so as to produce a substitute file. In such a case, a process as described in Embodiments 3, 4 and 5 may be
required when linking these two parts.

[0203] Alternatively, a part of a file is extracted to produce a substitute file. In such a case, a process as described
in Embodiments 3, 4 and 5 may be required for the head of the extracted part.

[0204] Furthermore, one file can be divided to produce two substitute files. In such a case, a process as described
in Embodiments 3, 4 and 5 may be required when producing a second file.
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[0205] In any case, a file comprising a transport stream can be produced easily by a process as described in Em-
bodiments 3, 4 and 5.

[0206] Though MPEG transport packets are used in Embodiments 3, 4 and 5, obviously they can be replaced by
data having an arbitrary data structure.

5

(Embodiment 6)

[0207] An AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 6 of the present Invention will be explained below by referring

to FIGs. 36 and 37, focusing attention on differences from Embodiment 1 . No specific explanations will be provided
10 for matters identical to those of Embodiment 1

.

[0208] FIG. 36 is a diagram showing a block structure of an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 6. This
block structure is distinguishable from that of an AV data recording apparatus in FIG. 3 concerning Embodiment 1 in

that the output timing generating section 1 3 is replaced with an output timing adjustment section 14, and a timestamp
attaching section 15 is added.

is [0209] When a signal of the video signal input section 1 and a signal of the audio signal input section 2 are recorded,

the time that a transport stream outputted from the transport stream assembling section 5 arrives at the timestamp
attaching section 1 5 is expressed with a counter value acting with a clock of either 27MHz or 24.576MHz. The time is

further inserted before each transport packet and recorded through the recording section 6.

[0210] When a video signal is Inputted from the 1394 Interface and recorded, the time of arriving from the 1394
20 interface section 9 to the timestamp attaching section 1 5 is expressed with a counter value acting with a clock of 27MHz

or 24.576 MHz. This is inserted before each transport packet and recorded through the recording section 6.

[0211] When a recorded video signal is inputted through the 1394 interface section 9, at the output timing adjustment
section 14 the transport stream refers to the timestamp value added to each packet, and adjusts so that the time
intervals to deliver each packet to the 1 394 interface section 9 match the differences of the corresponding timestamp.

25 The 1 394 interface section 9 outputs the transport packets onto the 1 394 transmission channel so that the time intervals

between the delivered packets can be maintained at the packet receiving side.

[0212] FIG. 37 shows a record form In an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 6 of the present invention.

FIG. 37 differs from FIG. 2 showing record form in an AV data recording apparatus in Embodiment 1 , in that 4 byte

timestamp is added before each transport packet. A VOBU is composed of sets of a timestamp and a video transport

30 packet fVJTSPT' in FIG. 37), and sets of a timestamp and an audio transport packet fAJTSPT0
in FIG. 37).

[0213] Since a timestamp is recorded with the above-mentioned structure, capacity of recording video data is de-
creased by about 2% when compared to Embodiment 1 . Another demerit is that a file cannot be a pure data stream
of a MPEG standard at the time of connecting to a PC. Nevertheless, this structure is advantageous when compared
to Embodiment 1 in that the output timing adjustment section 1 4 can act as the output timing generating section 1 3.

35 [0214] In other words, 1 394 output will be available only by simple timing adjustment using a timestamp value added
at the time of recording without generating output timing for every transport packet based on the MPEG standard
performed by the output timing generating section 13.

[021 5] Similar to Embodiment 1 , recording/reproduction of a video through a 1 394 interface can be performed easily

and continuous reproduction of a video is available. Also at the time of connecting to a PC, since this embodiment
40 provides a data stream that is extremely similar to a transport stream excepting the timestamps that are inserted

regularly, MPEG reproduction software can correspond as an application for this PC in a quite simple manner.
[0216] When a standard clock of the timestamp value is determined to be 27MHz, a 27MHz clock used for recording/

reproducing a video, or a 27MHz that is clock-reproduced when inputting a MPEG transport stream through 139 inter-

face can be substituted.

45 [0217] When a standard clock of timestamp value is determined to be 24.576 MHz, which is equal to a standard
clock of the 1394 interface section 9, this can be substituted. At the time of connecting to a PC, this can be accessed
as a file of a transport stream with a 24.576 MHz timestamp. This 24.576 MHz Is equal to a standard clock of a 1394
interface section at the PC side. Therefore, even when a recorded file is isochronously transferred from the PC to

external equipment through a 1394 transmission channel, the output timing can be adjusted based on the 24.576MHz
50 that Is used at the 1394 interface section within a PC.

[0218] In otherwords, It is advantageous in that an exclusive clock circuit within a PC can be omitted when compared
to a case of a similar operation using 27MHz. The 1 92 byte structure using 24.576 MHz is identical to that of a source
packet header (defined by IEC61 883-4) that requires an assembly when transferred inside the 1 394 interface. There-
fore, the file can be transferred advantageously by Itself as a data structure inside a 1394 Interface.

55 [0219] As mentioned above, Embodiment 6 can provide 1394 output only by a simple timing adjustment using a
timestamp value added at the time of recording without newly generating any output timing.

[0220] The data length of the timestamp in Embodiment 6 is not limited specifically to 4 bytes as in Embodiment 6.

[0221] Though the standard dock of the timestamp value is 27MHz or 24.576 MHz in Embodiment 6, a separate
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clock within the apparatus also can be used as a standard.

[0222] Though the storage medium in this embodiment is a phase-change optical disk, the embodiment is not spe-
cifically limited thereto, but can be any recording medium of a disk form such as optical disks including DVD-RAM,
MO, DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, CD-R, CD-RW, and a hard disk. A semiconductor memory is also available.

5 [0223] Similarly, a readout head in this embodiment is a pickup, while it will be a pickup and a magnetic head for a
MO, and a magnetic head for a hard disk.

[0224] In this embodiment, a transport stream can be in a form corresponding to a digital broadcast standard using
MPEG, such as a transport stream corresponding to the Japanese BS digital broadcast standard, a transport stream
corresponding to the ATSC standard in the USA, and a transport stream corresponding to the European DVB standard.

10 Accordingly, a set top box (STB) for digital broadcast will have improved convertibility.

[0225] Orthe form can correspond to digital data broadcast using MPEG. Accordingly, functions of the STB, including
a function for receiving data broadcasting, can be utilized.

[0226] In the embodiments of the present invention, a logical block and a sector are determined respectively to be
32 kbytes and 2 kbytes. A logical block can be, for example, 16 kbytes as long as the logical block has a size as an

15 integral multiple of the sector size. Or both the logical block and the sector can be 2 kbytes.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0227] As mentioned above, the present invention provides an AV data recording apparatus, a video recording/
20 reproducing apparatus thereof is advantageous in transferring a video easily to a D-VHS or to a set top box (STB) via

a digital interface of IEEE 1394, and in recording to allow continuous reproduction. At the same time, the AV data
recording/reproducing apparatus can reduce waste of its memory, and a MPEG system stream recorded at a time of

connecting to a PC can be observed easily as data based on the MPEG standard.

[0228] In the AV data recording apparatus, the amounts of calculation process for deletion operation can be de-
25 creased considerably when a VOBU in the way of a MPEG stream is deleted and then the following VOBUs are linked

to provide a stream that can be managed within an AV data recording/reproducing apparatus.

[0229] In addition, It can decrease amounts of calculation process in post-recording of a MPEG system stream.
[0230] As mentioned above, the present invention can provide easily an AV data recording apparatus having various
functions concerning recorded videos (e.g., continuous reproduction, digital broadcast, file operation, partial deletion

30 and post-recording).

Claims

35 1
.

An AV data recording apparatus comprising a transport stream assembling section to divide an audio signal and
a video signal into transport packets and to assemble a plurality of the transport packets as one transport stream,
and a recording section to record the transport stream;

the recording section comprising a logical block managing section to manage whether a logical block on a
40 disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a continuous data area that ensures

realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and a recording control section to

determine a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream is to be recorded,
wherein the transport stream is recorded continuously on the plural continuous data areas detected by the
continuous data area detecting section.

45

so

55

2. The AV data recording apparatus according to claim 1 , wherein the continuous data area comprises plural contin-
uous logical blocks that enable recording at a maximum recording/reproducing rate during at least a period required
for securing reproduction data for a maximum move time of a reading/writing head at the continuous data area
detection section.

3. The AV data recording apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the transport stream is assembled by dividing

an audio signal and a video signal into transport packets, configuring the plural transport packets for a predeter-
mined time length as one unit packet, and by aligning the unit packets.

4. The AV data recording apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein a transport stream comprising transport packets
based on digital broadcast using MPEG is assembled at the transport stream assembling section.

5. An AV data recording apparatus comprising a PES (Packetized Elementary Stream) stream assembling section
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to divide an audio signai and a video signal into PES packets and to assemble a plurality of the PES packets as
one PES stream, and a recording section to record the PES stream;

the recording section comprises a logical block managing section to manage whether a logical block on a disk
5 is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a continuous data area that ensures realtime

continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and a recording control section to determine
a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the PES stream is to be recorded;
wherein the PES stream is recorded continuously on the plural continuous data areas detected by the contin-
uous data area detecting section.

10

6. The AV data recording apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the continuous data area comprises plural contin-
uous logical blocks that enable recording at a maximum recording/reproducing rate during at least a period required
for securing reproduction data for a maximum move time of a reading/writing head at the continuous data area
detection section.

15

7. The AV data recording apparatus according to claim 5 or 6, wherein the PES stream Is assembled by dividing an
audio signal and a video signal into PES packets, configuring the plural PES packets for a predetermined time
length as one unit packet, and by aligning the unit packets.

An AV data recording apparatus comprising a writing section to write data in a logical block on a disk, a reading
section to read data recorded in a logical block, and a deletion control section to delete data by controlling the
reading section and the writing section;

the deletion control section deleting a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks by
dividing the data into three areas comprising an effective data area before a deletion area, an effective data area
within the last of logical blocks including the deletion area, and an effective data area following the last logical
block, by closing forward undeleted effective data within the last logical block inside the last block, and by treating
the three areas as one file.

9. An AV data recording apparatus comprising a system stream assembling section to assemble an audio signal and
a video signal as one system stream, and a recording section to record the system stream;

the recording section comprising a logical block managing section to manage whether a logical block on a
disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a continuous data area that ensures
realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and a recording control section to

determine a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the system stream is to be recorded;
wherein the AV data recording apparatus further comprises a post-recording control section to record contin-
uously the system stream on the plural continuous data areas detected by the continuous data area detecting
section, and at the same time, to record a plurality of dummy data being equal to the logical block in total size
on the logical block so as to replace only the dummy data with audio data at the time of post-recording.

10. The AV data recording apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the post-recording control section records the
system stream continuously on a plurality of the continuous data areas detected by the continuous data area
detecting section, and at the same time, records a plurality of dummy data whose total size being larger than a
logical block in at least one of the logical blocks; and

replaces only the dummy data included in a predetermined logical block with audio data at the time of post-
recording.

11. An AV data recording apparatus comprising a writing section to write data in a logical block on a disk, a reading
section to read data recorded in a logical block, and a deletion control section to delete data by controlling the
reading section and the writing section;

wherein when the deletion control section deletes a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical
blocks, a first half and a latter half of the data are treated as one file, where the first half comprises a dummy packet
after the effective data area followed by the deletion area until data of the effective data area before the deletion
area reach a border of a logical block, and the latter half comprises a dummy packet added to provide packets
continuously before the effective data area following the deletion area, ranging from the border of the logical block
to a starting point of the effective data area following the deletion area.

12. An AV data recording apparatus comprising a writing section to write data in a logical block on a disk, a reading
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section to read data recorded in a logical block, and a deletion control section to delete data by controlling the

writing section and the reading section;

wherein when the deletion control section deletes a former part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of

logical blocks by regarding the part as a deletion area and retaining a latter part as an effective data area,

data comprising a dummy packet added to provide packets continuously before the effective data area ranging

from a border of a logical block preceding an end of the deletion area to an end of the effective data area, and
also the effective data area are treated as one file.

13. An AV data recording apparatus comprising a writing section to write data in a logical block on a disk, and a
management information writing section to write management information of the data written in a logical block;

the management information writing section writing the data management information comprising a starting

position of the data on a logical block, length of the data, and identification of a logical block on which the data are
written.

14. An AV data recording apparatus comprising a writing section to write data in a logical block on a disk, a reading
section to read data recorded in a logical block, and a deletion control section to delete data by controlling the

writing section and the reading section;

the writing section, at the time of writing data, writing separately the data management information comprising
a starting position of the data on a logical block, a length of the data and identification of a logical block on
which the data are written;

the deletion control section deleting a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks by dividing

the data into two areas: an effective data area before a deletion area and an effective data area after the

deletion area, and by treating the two areas as one file.

15. The AV data recording apparatus according to claims 8, 11, or 14, wherein a DIT packet is inserted additionally

between the effective data area before the deletion area and the other effective area after the deletion area so as
to record at the deletion control section.

16. An AV data recording apparatus comprising a transport stream assembling section having transmission timing

information that divides an audio signal and a video signal into transport packets and assembles a transport stream
having transmission timing information by repeating a set of the transport packet and transmission timing informa-

tion for transport packets, and a recording section to record the transport stream having transmission timing infor-

mation;

the recording section comprising a logical block managing section to manage whether a logical block on a
disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a continuous data area that ensures a
realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and a recording control section to

determine a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream having transmis-
sion timing information is to be recorded;

wherein the transport stream having transmission timing information Is recorded continuously on the plural

continuous data areas detected by the continuous data area detecting section.

17. The AV data recording apparatus according to claim 1 6, wherein the transport stream is assembled at the transport
stream assembling section having transmission timing information, by dividing the audio signal and the video signal

into transport packets, configuring one unit packet by allocating repeatedly a set comprising a plurality of the
transport packets for a predetermined time length and transmission timing information for every transport packet,

and by aligning the unit packets.

18. The AV data recording apparatus according to claim 1 6, wherein a transport stream comprising transport packets
based on digital broadcast using MPEG is assembled at the transport stream assembling section having trans-

mission timing information.

1 9. The AV data recording apparatus according to claim 1 6, wherein a counter value of 27MHz is used as transmission
timing information at the transport stream assembling section having transmission timing information.

20. The AV data recording apparatus according to claim 16, wherein a counter value of 24.576MHz is used as trans-
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mission timing information at the transport stream assembling section having transmission timing information.

21 . An AV recording apparatus comprising a receiving section for receiving a transport stream in real time from a
channel, and a recording section to record the transport stream;

the recording section comprising a logical block managing section to manage whether a logical block on a

disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a continuous data area that ensures
realtime continuous reproduction of the transport stream, and a recording control section to determine a logical

block number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream is to be recorded;

the transport stream being recorded continuously on the plurai continuous data areas detected by the contin-

uous data area detecting section.

22. An AV data recording apparatus comprising a receiving section for receiving a transport stream in real time from
a channel, and a recording section to record a set of a transport packet and reception timing information as one

13 continuous transport stream having transmission timing information;

the recording section comprising a logical block managing section to manage whether a logical block on a
disk is used or not, a continuous data area detecting section to detect a continuous data area that ensures
realtime continuous reproduction of the transport stream having transmission timing information, and a re-

20 cording control section to determine a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the transport

stream having transmission timing information is to be recorded;

where the transport stream having transmission timing information is recorded continuously on a plurality of

the continuous data areas detected by the continuous data area detecting section.

25 23. An AV data reproducing apparatus comprising a disk recorded by using an AV data recording apparatus according

to any one of claims 1 to 4, a reproducing section to read a transport stream recorded on a disk, a timing generating

section to calculate timing for transmitting a transport stream in accordance with MPEG standard, and a 1394
interface section to send a transport packet onto a 1 394 transmission channel;

where the 1394 interface section sends a transport packet onto a 1394 transmission channel in accordance
so with transmission timing calculated by the transmission timing generating section.

24. An AV data reproducing apparatus comprising a disk recorded by using an AV data recording apparatus according

to any one of claims 16 to 20, a reproducing section to read a transport stream having transmission timing infor-

mation recorded on a disk, a timing adjustment section to reproduce transmission timing In accordance with the
35 transmission timing information of a transport stream having transmission timing information, and a 1 394 interface

section to send transport packets onto a 1394 transmission channel;

where the 1394 interface section sends transport packets onto the 1394 transmission channel in accordance
with the transmission timing reproduced at the timing adjustment section.

40 25. An AV data recording method comprising:

dividing an audio signal and a video signal into transport packets and assembling a plurality of the transport

packets as a transport stream, and recording the transport stream;

the method further comprising:
45

managing whether a logical block on a disk is used, detecting a continuous data area that ensures realtime

continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and determining a logical block number
of the continuous data area on which the transport stream is to be recorded;

wherein the transport stream is recorded continuously on the plural continuous data areas that have been
50 detected.

26. The AV data recording method according to claim 25, wherein the continuous data area comprises plural continuous
logical blocks that enable recording at a maximum recording/reproducing rate during at least a period required for

securing reproduction data for a maximum move time of a reading/writing head in the detection of the continuous

data area.

27. The AV data recording method according to claim 25 or 26, wherein the transport stream is assembled by dividing

an audio signal and a video signal transport packets, configuring the plural transport packets for a predetermined
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time length as one unit packet, and by aligning the unit packets.

28. The AV data recording method according to claim 25 or 26, wherein a transport stream comprising transport packets
based on digital broadcast using MPEG is assembled while the transport stream is assembled.

5

29. An AV data recording method comprising:

dividing an audio signal and a video signal Into PES packets and assembling a plurality of the PES packets
as a PES stream, and recording the PES stream;

10 the method further comprising: managing whether a logical block on a disk is used, detecting a continuous
data area that ensures realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and the video signal, and deter-
mining a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the PES stream is to be recorded;
wherein the PES stream is recorded continuously on the plural continuous data areas which have been de-
tected.

15

30. The AV data recording method according to claim 29, wherein the continuous data area comprising the plural

continuous logical blocks that enable recording at a maximum recording/reproducing rate during at least a period
required for securing reproduction data for a maximum move time of a reading/writing head is detected during

detection of the continuous data area.
20

31. The AV data recording method according to claim 29 or 30, wherein the transport stream is assembled by dividing

an audio signal and a video signal into PES packets, configuring the plural PES packets for a predetermined time
length as one unit packet, and by aligning the unit packets.

25 32. An AV data recording method comprising:

deleting data by controlling writing of data in a logical block on a disk and reading of data recorded in a logical

block;

wherein a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks is deleted, by dividing the data area
30 into three areas comprising an effective data area before a deletion area, an effective data area within the last

of logical blocks including the deletion area, and an effective data area following the last logical block,

closing forward undeleted effective data being present within the last logical block inside the last logical block,

and

treating the three areas as one file.

35

33. An AV data recording method comprising:

assembling an audio signal and a video signal as a system stream, and recording the system stream;
the method further comprising:

managing whether a logical block on a disk is used or not,

detecting a continuous data area that ensures realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and
the video signal, and
determining a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the system stream is to be
recorded;

wherein the AV data recording method further comprises:

continuous recording of the system stream on the plural detected continuous data areas and at the
same time, recording of a plurality of dummy data whose total size is equal to a logical block area in

the logical block, and
replacing only the dummy data with audio data at the time of post-recording.

34. The AV data recording method according to claim 33, wherein during a replacement of only the dummy data with
audio data in the post-recording, the system stream Is recorded continuously on a plurality of the detected contin-
uous data areas and at the same time, a plurality of dummy data that are larger in total size than a logical block
are recorded in at least one logical block; and

only the dummy data included in a predetermined logical block are replaced with audio data at the time of

post-recording.

40

45
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35. An AV data recording method comprising:

deleting data by controlling writing of data In a logical block on a disk and reading of data recorded In a logical

block;

wherein a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks is deleted by treating a first half and
a latter half of the data as one file, when the first half comprises a dummy packet added to the back of an
effective data area before the deletion area until data of an effective data area preceding the deletion area
reaches a border of logical blocks, and the latter half comprises a dummy packet added to provide packets
continuously before an effective data area after the deletion area ranging from the border of the logical block
to the starting point of the effective data area following the deletion area.

36. An AV data recording method comprising:

deleting data by controlling writing of data in a logical block on a disk and reading of data recorded in a logical

block;

wherein when a former part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical blocks is deleted as a deletion

area and a latter part is retained as an effective data area,

data comprising a dummy packet are added to provide packets continuously before the effective data area
ranging from a border of a logical block preceding an end of the deletion area to an end of the effective data
area, and also the effective area are treated as one file.

37. An AV data recording method comprising:

writing data in a logical block on a disk and writing the data management information written on a logical block;

wherein during the writing of data management information, the data management information comprises a
starting position of the data on a logical blocks, length of the data, and identification of a logical block on which
the data are written.

38. An AV data recording method comprising:

deleting data by controlling writing of data in a logical block on a disk and reading of data recorded In a logical

block;

the data writing comprising writing separately data management information comprising a starting position of

the data on a logical block, a length of the data and identification of a logical block on which the data are written;

the data deletion comprising, when a part of data recorded as one file on a plurality of logical biocks are deleted,

the data being divided into two areas: an effective data area before a deletion area and an effective data area
following the deletion area, and the two areas are treated as one file.

39. The AV data recording method according to any one of claims 32, 35, or 38, wherein a DIT packet is inserted

additionally between the effective data area before the deletion area and the other effective data area after the
deletion area so as to execute recording.

40. An AV data recording method comprising:

dividing an audio signal and a video signal into transport packets and assembling as a transport stream having
transmission timing Information by repeating a set of the transport packet and the transmission timing infor-

mation for each transport packet, and
recording the transport stream having transmission timing information;

the method further comprising:

managing whether a logical block on a disk is used or not,

detecting a continuous data area that ensures realtime continuous reproduction of the audio signal and
the video signal, and
determining a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream having
transmission timing information is to be recorded;
wherein the transport stream having transmission timing information is recorded continuously on the plural

continuous data areas detected by the continuous data area detecting section.
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41. The AV data recording method according to claim 40, wherein the transport stream is assembled by dividing an
audio signal and a video signal into transport packets, configuring one unit packet by allocating repeatedly a set
of a plurality of the transport packets for a predetermined time length and the transmission timing information for

every transport packet, and by aligning the unit packets.

42. The AV data recording method according to claim 40, wherein a transport stream comprising the transport packets
based on digital broadcast using MPEG is assembled.

43. The AV data recording method according to claim 40 wherein a counter value of 27MHz is used as transmission
timing information.

44. The AV data recording method according to claim 40, wherein a counter value of 24.576MHz is used as transmis-
sion timing information.

45. An AV recording method comprising:

receiving a transport stream in real time from a channel, and
recording the transport stream;

the method further comprising:

managing whether a logical block on a disk is used or not,

detecting a continuous data area that ensures realtime continuous reproduction of the transport stream,
and

determining a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream is to be
recorded;

wherein the transport stream is recorded continuously on a plurality of the continuous data areas that

have been detected.

46. An AV data recording method comprising:

receiving a transport stream in real time from a channel, and
recording a set comprising a transport packet and reception timing information as one transport stream having
continuous transmission timing information;

the method further comprising:

managing whether a logical block on a disk is used or not,

detecting a continuous data area that ensures realtime continuous reproduction of the transport stream
having transmission timing information, and
determining a logical block number of the continuous data area on which the transport stream having
transmission timing information is to be recorded;

wherein the transport stream having transmission timing information is recorded continuously on a plurality

of the continuous data areas that have been detected.

47. An AV data reproducing method comprising:

reading a transport stream on a disk recorded in accordance with an AV data recording method according to

any one of claims 25 to 28,

calculating a timing for transmitting a transport stream in accordance with MPEG standard, and
sending transport packets onto a 1 394 transmission channel;
wherein the transport packets are sent onto the 1394 transmission channel in accordance with the calculated
transmission timing.

48. An AV data reproducing method comprising:

reading a transport stream having transmission timing information on a disk recorded in accordance with an
AV data recording method according to any one of claims 40 to 44,
reproducing transmission timing in accordance with transmission timing information of the transport stream
having transmission timing Information, and
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sending transport packets onto a 1394 transmission channel;
wherein the transport packets are sent onto the 1 394 transmission channel in accordance with the reproduced
transmission timing.

49. A disk recorded by using an AV data recording apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 22.

50. A disk recorded by using an AV data recording method according to any one of claims 25 to 46.
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